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Abstract
Increasing demand to transmit real-time data over packet-switched netr¡'orks calls

for quality-of-service (QoS) support from the underlying network. Deadline-based

networks were developed for this purpose. A deadline-based network is a priority

network in which packets with more urgent deadlines are delivered with a higher pri-

ority at network routers. Such deadline-based scheduling provides a better service

to real-time data delivery than first-come-first-served (FCFS), which is the schedul-

ing discipline used on the classical Internet. In the literature, effective and efficient

support to multimedia delivery in deadline-based networks has not been studied. In

this research, effective and efficient support to multimedia data delivery in deadline-

based networks is investigated. Resource management schemes, especially end-system

based schemes, are developed for this purpose. These include two admission control

algorithms and two differential deadline assignment schemes. When network load

is heavy, congestion may occur. Multimedia data may miss their delivery deadlines

due to excessive queueing delays and high packet loss ratios. This would directly

affect the playback quality at the application layer. To control the level of load and

improve performance, two end-system based admission control algorithms are de-

veloped. In deadline-based networks, application deadline information is translated



Abstract

into packet deadlines, which are carried in packets and used by routers for chan-

nel scheduling. Based on the characteristics of video encoding schemes, a frame-type

differential deadline assignment scheme is developed to provide better support to real-

time video delivery. Finally, a differential deadline assignment scheme for multimedia

is introduced to handle the scenarios when real-time multimedia traffic is sharing net-

work channels with other real-time non-multimedia traffic. The performance of these

schemes is evaluated using simulation. The proposed schemes are shown to improve

the performance of multimedia delivery over deadline-based networks.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Multimedia delivery over packet-switched networks is becoming more and more

popular. Typical multimedia content are audio and video. Examples of multime-

dia applications include video-on-demand, voice over IP, Internet radio broadcasting,

video conferencing, multi-player interactive online games, remote medical surgery,

and high definition TV. Some of these applications, for example, download-and-then-

display movie trailer viewing, do not have stringent requirement on network delivery

of multimedia data and are outside the scope of this study. Other multimedia applica-

tions, on the other hand, may have stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements on

the underlying network, which are referred to as real-time multimedia applications

and are of interest to this study. Among real-time multimedia applications, three

types of applications can be categorized: streaming stored multimedia, streaming live

multimedia, and real-time interactive multimedia 1221.

In streaming stored multimedia applications, for example, movie-on-demand, au-

dio and video data are usually pre-recorded, compressed, and stored on multimedia
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servers, and are requested and retrieved through the network by clients. The idea

of streaming is that the playback at the client side can start long before the entire

movie is received. This may reduce the time that a user needs to wait before starting

to watch the movie. Users of streaming stored multimedia usually can handle up to

10 seconds initial delay 122]1. But once the playout starts, it has the constraints that

subsequent data must be received in time for the continuous playout.

The streaming idea also applies to streaming live multimedia applications. An

example application in this category is a live soccer game broadcasting. Differ from

streaming stored multimedia applications, in streaming live multimedia applications,

audio and video are not pre-recorded or stored on any server) rather are generated on-

the-fly; consequently some operations at the client side, such as fast-forward? pause

and resume, which are common to streaming stored multimedia applications, may not

be supported by streaming live multimedia applications. Streaming live multimedia

applications can lag tens of seconds afber the first data frame arrives at the receiver

depending on the size of playback buffer. It also has the delay variation constraints

that are common in all real-time multimedia applications.

In real-time interactive multimedia applications, people attempt to communicate

over a packet-switched network like they do in the real world. Internet telephony and

video conferencing are two examples of such applications. Differ from the other two

types of applications, in order to maintain interactivity, end-to-end delay constraints

in this case are much stricter than the first two types. For example, business class

voice over IP (VoIP) calls require an end-to-end delay of less than 150 milliseconds for

proper comprehension of voice [B]; a longer delay may result in poor and imperceptible
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voice quality [9]. For video-conferencing, in order for the users to interact naturally,

the end-to-end delay around 100 ms is widely recognized as the desired one way delay

requirement for interaction [2].

Other than delay, the service requirements of multimedia applications can also be

specified in terms of bandwidth, delay variation (jitter), and loss rario 122| Band-

width specifies the bit rate needed to deliver the multimedia data, it is normally

application specific. Jitter is the variability of packets delays within the same packet

stream 122); it has implications in dimensioning the receiver buffer. In terms of loss

ratio, most multimedia applications can tolerate loss to some extent. For example,

Internet phone may tolerate packet loss ratio up fo I0% [22].

In multimedia network applications, multimedia documents are encoded before

being transmitted over a network. One of the current popular multimedia encoding

technique is MPEG for video and audio compression. MPEG (Motion Picture Experts

Group) is a state of the art data compression standardiza|ion group. Among MPEG

standards, the emerging MPBG-4 [21] is becoming more popular. In this encoding

scheme, multimedia data is encoded into audio and video frames. Different types of

frames are defined to take advantage of spatial and temporal redundancy within mul-

timedia data, so that compression is achieved yet still maintaining good multimedia

quality at decoding. The MPEG-4 standard is open source [34], well-documented;

MPBG-4 traces are publicly available. Each trace includes both an audio part and a

video part. In this thesis research, as proof of concept, MPEG-4 video will be used.

After encoding, multimedia frames are sent to the network for transmission. De-

pends on the size of the maximum transfer unit (MTU) of the underlying network,
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each frame is subject to fragmentation at the sender before transmission. When

packets carrying multimedia data arrive at the receiver after traversing intermediate

routers along the path, they are reassembled into frames. These frames are played

back at a constant frame rate [21]. To ensure a good playback quality, the fraction

of frames that miss their playback times should be kept minimal. Thus the goal for

the network is to deliver as many frames as possible to the receiver by their playback

times.

To ensure the good performance in terms of the fraction of frames that arrive at

the receiver in time for playback, certain level of delivery performance at the network

layer is called upon. On the classical Internet, at the network layer, only best-effort

service is provided. All data packets are serviced in a first-come-first-served (FCFS)

manner inside routers. The delivery performance is good when the traffic is light.

However, it does not scaìe well when load is heavy. Efforts have been made to provide

quality-of-service (QoS) support to multimedia data deÌivery over the Internet. These

efforts can be classified into application-layer schemes and network-layer schemes. At

the application layer, schemes such as application adaptation and rate shaping have

been used to adapt multimedia sending rate to the changing network conditions. At

the network layer, frameworks including lntServ and Diffserv [38] can be used to

provide QoS support to multimedia data delivery.

This thesis addresses effective and efficient support to multimedia network deliv-

ery. The research is based on a novel framework that was designed to support real-

time document delivery applications over packet-switched networks, namely deadline-

based network resource management 126,28,36]. In this framework, the notion of
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application data unit (ADU) is used. An ADU may correspond to a file. It may also

correspond to an audio or video frame in audio or video transport. Each real-time

ADU is associated with a delivery deadline, which is specified by the sending appli-

cation and represents the time at which the ADU should be delivered at the receiver.

The ADU deadline is mapped into packet deadlines, which are car¡ied by packets

and used by routers for channel scheduling. Deadline-based channel scheduling is

employed in routers; packets with more urgent deadlines are serviced first. Such

deadline-based scheduling has been shown to provide superior service to FCFS in

delivering both discrete and continuous (multimedia) real-time data [36]. When the

network is congested, some channels in the network are overloaded; queues at these

channels may grow significantly, real-time delivery performance will be severely af-

fected. In this case, deadline-based scheduling alone may not be sufficient to prevent

degradation of delivery performance. Other resource management mechanisms such

as admission control are needed.

Previous studies on deadline-based networks have mainly focused on real-time

discrete documents. Example discrete real-time documents are text message, file

transfer, or business transactions. In contrast, real-time multimedia data is charac-

terized by a sequence of ADUs sent at a fixed rate. Effective and efficient delivery

of multimedia documents has not been studied. In this thesis, the performance of

multimedia delivery in deadline-based networks at various load conditions is first

studied. For heavy and overload conditions, two application-layer admission control

algorithms are developed to address the performance degradation issue. The admis-

sion control decision is at the multimedia document level. In particular, end-system
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based admission control schemes are introduced. With end-system based schemes,

admission control functionality is solely implemented at both ends of the communi-

cation, no modification is incurred inside network routers, this is in contrast with a

router-assistant approach to admission control in which every router explicitly par-

ticipates in the admission control procedure. The latter approach has been adopted

by IntServ and DiffServ frameworks. Because of the complexity in maintaining traffic

flow states at routers it incurs, the former may be simpler and easier to deploy.

In this thesis, the trvo application-layer admission control algorithms developed are

referred to as Algorithms I and II respectively. Algorithm I utilizes a network condi-

tion indicator "positive ACK rate" to make admission control decision; this indicator

is used to infer the congestion level along a source/destination path. Algorithm II

makes use of more information than the above indicator, namely bandwidth require-

ments of the arriving multimedia document as well as other outstanding documents.

The performance of these two aìgorithms is evaluated by simulation. Experimental

results show that both algorithms can be used to prevent throughput degradation at

heavy and overload conditions. In between the two algorithms, Algorithm II achieves

better performance than Algorithm I.

Besides the end-system based admission control, another technique investigated in

this thesis is the deadline assignment scheme for packet delivery. In previous studies

of deadline-based networks, document deadlines are assigned by sending applications

and denote the absolute time at which the document should arrive at the receiver.

A document deadline at the application level is mapped to the packet deadline at

the network layer. Packet deadlines are carried by packets and are used for channel
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scheduling inside the network. A more urgent deadline gives a packet higher priority

in terms of scheduling. Because of the encoding method of multimedia data, during

the deÌivery of multimedia content, certain types of multimedia frame are considered

more important than the others; it is desirable to achieve higher on-time performance

to more important frames. In addition, when real-time multimedia traffic shares

network resources with real-time non-multimedia traffic, the former may be given a

bit higher priority, which may help improve its delivery performance. Both can be

implemented using differential deadline assignment. The technique is to tell apart two

different deadlines: playback deadline and scheduling deadline. The former denotes

the time at which the frame should be received at the receiver for smooth playout;

the latter is used by routers along the path for channel scheduling. More urgent

scheduling deadlines are assigned to more important frames within different types of

multimedia frames. More urgent deadlines can be assigned to real-time multimedia

traffic when it shares the same channel with real-time non-multimedia trafiÊc.

The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains background infor-

mation of this study and reviews the related literature to this research. In Chapter 3,

the performance of multimedia delivery in deadline-based networks when without

admission control or differential deadline assignment is studied. The results in this

chapter motivates the research carried out in subsequent chapters. In Chapter 4, the

two end-system based admission control algorithms developed for multimedia deliv-

ery in deadline-based networks are described. In Chapter 5, the differential deadline

assignment schemes are presented and evaluated. Finally, Chapter 6 contains a sum-

mary of this thesis work and a discussion of possible future work.



Chapter 2

Background and Related \Mork

This thesis focuses on multimedia delivery over deadline-based networks. As men-

tioned in Chapter 1, as proof of concept, MPEG-4 video will be used. In this chapter,

I start with some background information on the MPEG-4 video encoding scheme.

In the literature, there has been much research on how to deliver multimedia on the

current Internet. Some of these existing ideas may be useful to this research. Quality

of Service (QoS) strategies f'or multimedia delivery over the Internet is reviewed. An

important network resource management strategy for supporting multimedia delivery

is admission control. After reviewing existing QoS strategies, literature on admission

control is examined.

2.L The MPEG-4 Video Encoding Scheme

MPEG-4 video encoding scheme is specified in [21]. An encoded MPEG-4 video

consists of a sequence of frames, with a fixed number of video frames per second,
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for example, 25 frames per second. Three types of frames are defined: I-frame, P-

frame, and B-frame. I-frames (Intra-coded frames) store encoded still images and

have no dependence on any other frames; they are the points for VCR-like random

access in MPEG-4 streams. P-frames (Predictive-coded frames) contain information

about the part of the video information that changes as time elapses; they require

information from the previous I-frame and/or previous P-frames for encoding and

decoding. A B-frame (Bi-directionally predictive-coded frames) is defined as the

difference between a prediction of the past image and the following P- or l-frame. It

requires information of the previous and following I- and/or P-frames for encoding

and decoding. It can attain the highest compression ratio among the three types of

frames. MPEG-4 uses such different types of frames to serve the contradictory goals of

a high compression ratio and the fast random âccess. For fast random access, coding

the whole data stream as I-frames would be the best. On the other hand, the highest

degree of compression would be achieved by using as many B-frames as possible. Thus

different types of frames are devised. As a consequence of this encoding technique,

I-frames are normally the largest in size, followed by the P-frames, and finally the

B-frames. The I-, P-, and B-frames are arranged in a periodic pattern referred to

as a Group of Pictures (GoP). Each GoP contains one l-frame and multiple P- and

B-frames. These frames are arranged in the display order. An example GoP pattern

is: "IBBBPBBBP'. Each video stream consists of a sequence of GoPs. As the frame

transmission rate is constant, given variable frame sizes, MPBG-4 video streams have

variable bit rates. Besides variable bit rates, another characteristic of multimedia

traffic is that errors can be propagated through the frames because of inter-frame
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dependency. In addition, a packet network may potentially delay or drop packets.

All these place a challenge in multimedia networking.

Because each l-frame serves as a synchronization point for the subsequent B- and

P-frames, among the three types of frames, I-frames affect the quality of playback

the most. As an example, assume a video frame rate of 25 frames per second and

a l2-frame GoP pattern, there are approximately two GoP's per second. Le., there

is one I-frame every half second. A single lost or corrupted I-frame can cause up

to 0.5 second's pause in the video before the next I-frame re-establishes the video

decoding order. In this case) some portion of the received data may become useless

because a frame, in which the current frame depends on, is lost or undecodalr/rela2).

This results in network resource wastage. In contrast, a single B- or P-frame can

be lost with little visible effect on the quality of the video playback. The goal of

multimedia network resource management is to minimize the waste and to maximize

the throughput. Among the three types of frames, I-frames are more important than

the other two.

2.2 QoS Strategies for Multimedia Delivery Over

the Internet

As discussed, transmission of real-time multimedia typically has delay, jitter, and

ìoss requirements. However, the classic Internet provides only the best-eflort service;

it does not offer any QoS support to real-time multimedia applications. There has

been much research that aims at establishing QoS capabilities in the current Internet.
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Approaches that have been proposed to providing QoS support can be divided into

two categories: end-system based and network layer approaches. End-system based

approaches are end-to-end schemes without explicit support from the underlying net-

work, therefore, no changes need to be made in a classic IP router. Network layer

approaches, on the other hand? are schemes with network layer assistance, thus some

changes are needed in routers. I review these two categories in sequence.

2.2.L End-System Based Strategies

Bnd-system based strategies can be classified into two groups: rate adaptation

schemes and Content Delivery Network (CDN). The main idea of rate adaptation

schemes is to maximize the likelihood that the quality of the received video remains

acceptable to the viewer by way of application adaptation. End-systems are designed

to react to congestion and to keep network utilization high by adjusting their data

transmission rate to the current available network bandwidth. These rate control

schemes are employed at the source. Feedback mechanisms are usually used to detect

changes in network condition.

In [13], Hou et al. proposed an end-to-end architecture to effectively deliver

MPEG-4 video over the Internet. Their architecture includes an end-to-end feedback

control algorithm and a source encoding rate control algorithm. Feedback control

algorithm uses packet loss as congestion indication. This feedback control algorithm

controls the MPEG-4 video encoder, which in turn performs adaptive encoding in

respond to network congestion. In RAP (Rate Adaptation Protocol) [32], an end-

to-end TCP-friendly congestion control mechanism is devised to dynamically adjust

1i
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the transmission rate of a video flow when path condition fluctuates. RAP's rate

adaptation part adopts TCP's additive increase/multiplicative decrease congestion

control mechanism, and uses triple duplicate ACKs to indicate packet loss. Both

TCP congestion control [22] and RAP [32] have in common the use of end-to-end

acknowledgement to infer network congestion. In my research, I will adopt a similar

means.

In the above schemes, the feedback comes from receiver acknowledgement. In

comparisonT one can actively probe the current network condition for rate adapta-

tion. In [23], Lakshman eú ø1. propose a "rate-matching" scheme for transmission

of variable bit rate (VBR) video for interactive applications in an ATM network.

In this scheme, a set of cooperating sources periodically probe the network for the

appropriate transmission rate, video source rate is matched to the probed available

bandwidth by modifying the quantization level that is used during compression.

Similar to the above adaptive encoding schemes, another approach to rate adap-

tation is rate shaping [37]. The objective of rate shaping is to match the rate of a

pre-compressed video bit-stream to the current available bandwidth. A rate shaper

(or filter) performs rate shaping. For example, a frame-dropping filter is used to

reduce the data rate by dropping some frames according to their importance or pri-

ority [7, 14]. The difference between rate shaping and the rate adaptation schemes

above is that rate shaping is not performed at source, but rather, within the network.

Besides rate adaptation, CDN (Content Delivery Network) [33] is another ap-

proach to QoS support for multimedia delivery. It improves data (including muì-

timedia) delivery performance and overcome problems such as network congestion
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and server overload by doing content replication and load balancing at the appli-

cation layer. A CDN consists of networked computers. These computers form an

application-layer overlay network. It provides logical end-to-end service delivery in-

frastructure on top of the existing data transport network. The CDN schemes do

not attempt to adapt either the encoding or the transmission rate of the video data.

In [1], Apostolopoulos el¿l. investigated an approach that relies on the simultane-

ous transmission of several substreams of a video over different paths, where each

substream encodes a portion of the video. The video can be correctly decoded with

graceful quality degradationT even if some of the sub-streams are missing or incom-

plete. In [35], multiple paths between a given source and destination are assumed to

be known. The proposed scheme can dynamically select the best path in order to

optimize the quality of the received video. It should be noted that CDN is mainly

designed for delivering stored multimedia rather than delivering live or interactive

multimedia.

The approach taken in this thesis research is also end-system based. However,

differ from end-system based multimedia rate adaptation and CDN, admission control

is exercised. Albeit so, schemes presented in this section may be used at the same time

when admission control is used so that the network multimedia delivery capability is

further enhanced.

2.2.2 Network-Layer Strategies

At the network layer, two major frameworks - integrated Services (IntServ) and

Differentiated Services (DifiServ) - have been developed by IETF (Internet Engineer-

13
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ing Task Force) to provide QoS support on the Internet. Both frameworks may be

used to deliver multimedia content on the Internet. Two terms are defined and com-

monly used in these two frameworks. A "flow" is commonly defined as a stream of

packets with the same source IP address, source port number, destination IP address,

destination port number, and protocol ID [38]. A "class" represents a set of pack-

ets that requires specific delay, loss, and jitter characteristics. A class may contain

packets from many flows. IntServ is a per-flow based QoS framework with dynamic re-

source reservation and can provide guaranteed QoS to individual flows. IntServ works

with a signaling protocol RSVP which allows appìications to reserve bandwidth in all

routers along the flow path. In addition to a guaranteed service, IntServ also provides

a controlled load service. Controlled load service is for applications requiring reliable

and enhanced best effort service [38]. IntServ requires classification and policing at

all routers, this raises a scalability concern as thousands of flows may pa.ss by core

routers simultaneously. In contrast to per-flow based IntServ, DiffServ is a per-class

based QoS framework that provides service differentiation [39] among classes. For-

warding classes including expedited forwarding (EF) and assured forwarding (EF)

are encoded in the packet header to indicate the need for low-delay, high throughput,

or low-loss-rate service. Each customer negotiates a SLA (Service Level Agreement)

with the ISP (Internet Service Provider). Compared with IntServ, DifIServ has bet-

ter scalability because no per-flow based state information is stored at routers, rather

only per-class state is kept. The down side of DiffServ is that end-to-end per-flow

based guaranteed service may be difficult to attain.

These two Internet QoS frameworks are utilized by some multimedia delivery
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research. Under network congestion, the network may discard some packets of video

streams. A small packet loss rate may translate into a much higher frame error

rate. For example, a 3Vo packet loss percentage could translate into a 30% frame

error rate [S]. Zlviani et al. l41l proposed a mechanism that combines DiffServ with

RED (Random Barly Detection) active queue management to improve the delivery

quality of MPEG video streams. Because frames (packets) of encoded MPEG video

have unequal importance, in their scheme, different levels of drop precedence are

associated to packets that carry information of different frames. That is, packets

transporting fragments of a B-frame are more likely to be discarded in a congested

router than packets from i- or P-frames. This differentiation among packets from

different types of frames are achieved by mapping those packets onto different drop

precedences in a DiffServ AF (Assured Forwarding) class [12]. Along with a three-

level RED mechanism for queue management, this scheme also provides the necessary

drop discrimination using DiffServ mechanisms

In this thesis research, "class" is defined as all the traffìc between a given source

and destination pair. I do not devise network-layer mechanisms, rather I focus mainly

on devising mechanisms within end-systems. At the network layer, the deadline-based

channel scheduling is used.

2.3 Admission Control

Multimedia applications have special QoS requìrements at the network layer. If

there is no congestion within a network, QoS can be easily provided. However, within

a packet network, because of statisticaì multiplexing (rather than deterministic mul-

15
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tiplexing), congestion may occur. Network congestion causes degradation in network

performance in the form of long queuing delays and packet losses. When network con-

gestion occurs) user service may suffer high delay and low throughput. To deal with

congestion, multiple resource management strategies can be used. Examples are se-

lective packet dropping in routers, which is called buffer management, and admission

control.

An admission control algorithm determines whether a new traffic stream can be

admitted to the network for delivery without jeopardizing the QoS assurances granted

to earlier traffic streams. As each traffic stream needs certain amount of network re-

sources (e.g., link bandwidth and router buffer space) for transferring data from source

to destination, admission control is used to control the network resource allocation.

The goal is to correctly compute the admission region: an algorithm that unnecessar-

ily denies access to flows that could have been successfully admitted will under utilize

network resource; while an algorithm that incorrectly admits too many flows will in-

duce QoS violations. There are many approaches to admission control and they can

be classified into two categories: rneasureTrlent-based and pararneter-based. Admission

control can be performed at both the network layer and the application layer. In the

following two subsections, different admission control schemes are reviewed.

2.3.L Measurement-Based Admission Control

A large stream of existing admission control schemes is based on on-line measure-

ment at network routers. An admission control algorithm for a predictive service

based on time-window measurement mechanism is introduced in [17]. Predictive ser-
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vice offers a fairly, but not absolutely, reliable bound on packet delivery times. The

ability to occasionally incur delay violations gives admission control more flexibility.

The measurement-based approach proposed in [17] is combined with the relaxed ser-

vice commitment of predictive service, this keeps network utilization at a high level

while still reliably meets the delay bound. Lee et aI.l2a) introduce a new framework

for various measurement-based connection admission control (MBCAC) schemes in a

multi-service network. "Available bandwidth" evaluation based on on-line measure-

ments is used for admission control while an adaptive "ad hoc" feedback mechanism

is used to protect the network when the CAC is too aggressive. Performance of differ-

ent measurement-based admission control algorithms are compared in [18]. The key

component of these algorithms is a measurement process that produces an estimate of

the current network load, and then this load estimate is used to make the admission

decisions.

Admission control can be used to reduce level of network congestion. But often,

there is a tradeoff between providing QoS guarantees to multimedia delivery and

maintaining high network utilization. Following the above measurement algorithm

in [17], Bao and Sethi [3] proposed an adaptive admission control scheme. In this

scheme, admission decision is based on adaptive measurement of network residue

resources - the resources that are not utilized by the existing flows inside the network.

The measurement result is between minimum of samples and average of samples.

Thus, the network can choose different levels of conservativeness when estimating

residue resources. As the result, admission control can be tighter or looser according to

network conditions. This self-adjusting admission control scheme tries to achieve the

I7
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highest network utilization yet still providing reliable QoS. Taking a similar approach,

the real-time adaptive admission control (AAC) scheme proposed in [15] uses the

following information: the available capacity from an adaptive bandwidth estimation

scheme, a congestion indicator derived from a congestion controller, a peak cell rate

estimate from new sources, along with the desired QoS metrics.

In contrast to above work based on measurements at routers, Elek el al. [10]

proposed admission control procedure based on measurements at end-systems only.

Such an end-to-end measurement was used to provide the controlled load service

in IntServ. A sender sends probe packets periodically. The receiver sends back a

mea.surement report to the sender which consists of the number of probe packets

received. The measurement report is carried with high priority to ensure that it is

transmitted with low loss. Admission decision is based on the calculated probe loss

probability using information in the measurement report.

2.3.2 Parameter-Based Admission control

Parameter-based admission control can be divided inLo determznzstzc and stati,sti-

cal algorithms [40]. A deterministic algorithm [20] aims to provide guaranteed service,

however it must assume the worst case for some of the system parameters and hence

often under-utilizes available resources. Statistical admission control [19] approach

generally allows higher utilization of resources, in exchange for a residual probability

of missed request deadlines.

Admission control schemes for multimedia traffic are different from those for gen-

eral data traffic because of the bursty nature of encoded multimedia data. It is often
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difficult to predict or characterize the bandwidth requirement of multimedia data.

Earlier approaches to admission control of multimedia streams have used the peak

rate or the average rate. Later approaches endeavors to devise more sophisticated

rate estimation schemes. Pancha and Zarki [30] proposed a prediction method; it

derives the bandwidth requirement of a single video source based on the information

of the mean frame size, bandwidth of previous frames, and the standard deviation of

the frame size. In [6], a neuraì network approach is adopted to predict the required

bandwidth dynamically. Both deterministic and statistical admission control schemes

discussed above are implemented at the network routers.

2.3.3 Admission Control in Deadline-Based Networks

In deadìine-based networks [26,36], congestion can happen under heavy load

[28]. Two application-layer admission control aìgorithms - "Acceptance Probability"

and "Estimated Bandwidt" - are developed in [29] to alleviate load and improve

performance. These two admission control algorithms are targeted at discrete real-

time data and the admission control is at the ADU level. "Estimated Bandwidth"

has better performance because it utilizes more information when making admission

decisions - it makes use of the bandwidth requirement of an arriving ADU as well as

the bandwidth requirements of all the outstanding ADUs'. Differ from this study in

which discrete real-time documents are f concern, the schemes in this thesis research

target real-time multimedia data.

19



Chapter 3

Multirnedia Delivery in

Deadline-Based Networks

In the last chapter, approaches to supporting multimedia deìivery over the current

Internet are discussed. The goal of this thesis work is to develop network resource

management strategies that support multimedia delivery in deadline-based networks.

In this chapter, i study the performance of multimedia delivery in deadline-based

networks when no special network resource management strategy is in use. The

results from this chapter will server as the benchmark for evaluating the performance

of the strategies that are developed in the later chapters. The method that I used

in studying the performance is by way of discrete event simulation. I first describe

the simulation model of deadline-based networks that is set up for this research, and

then present the simulation experiments and results.

20
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3.1 Performance Model

I simulate the scenarios in which video clips are transmitted over a shared deadline-

based network among a number of users. The functionalities at each sender and

receiver are first described. The network modeì, traffic model, performance metrics,

the simulator, and simulation methodology that are used in the experiments are

described in sequence afterwards.

3.1.1 Sender and Receiver Models

Consider sending a video clip from a sender to a receiver via a network. Each

video clip can be considered the video portion (as opposed to the audio portion) of a

multimedia clip. At a sender, an arriving video clip is characterized by four attributes:

its source, destination, arrival time, and delivery deadline. Source and destination

identify the sender and the receiver of this video clip respectively. The arrival time

is the time at which the video clip transmission request arrives at the network. Since

each video clip consists of a series of video frames, the first frame is assumed to be

sent the moment the clip arrives at the network, i.e., sent at the video clip arrival

time. AII subsequent frames are sent at regular time intervals.

The delivery deadline of a video clip specifies the time at which the first frame in

this clip that needs to be received by the receiver. This deadline is an application-

layer deadline and is normally application dependent. This "video clip deadline" can

be used to derive a frame deadline. Deadline for the rest of the frames of the video

clip will be the video clip deadline plus their time offset from the first frame. For

example, if a video clip's delivery deadline is D, and the time interval between two
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consecutive frames is ú, then the ith frame's delivery deadline will be D + (l - 1)¿.

Each frame is passed from the sending application to the transport layer, together

with its size and deadline. At the transport layer, a maximum segment size M is

defined; a frame is segmented into m ) 7 transport segments. When each of these

rn segments is passed to the network layer, segmentation may again be performed

since a maximum packet size P is defined at the network layer. As is normally the

case on the Internet, a one-to-one mapping between transport segment and packet

is assumed. The frame deadline is mapped onto packet deadlines. For simplicity, in

this section, I assume that all packets of a frame carry the frame deadline.

Packets are routed through the network until they reach their destination node.

At the receiver, all the packets that belong to the same frame are re-assembled and

sent to the application layer. For simplicity, the processing times at the sender and the

receiver are not modeled in my simulation. Once the frame is received by the receiving

application, an ACK is generated and returned to the sender to indicate whether the

frame is received on-time. A frame is on-time if all its packets are received on-time

with respect to packet deadlines. If the frame is on-time, a positive ACK is returned;

otherwise, an negative ACK is returned. It is possible that some packets of a frame

are dropped inside the network due to buffer overflow, in this case, the frame can not

be re-assembled; no ACK will be returned to the sender. Such a frame is assumed to

be lost. Of particular interest is real-time interactive multimedia; it has the stringent

delay requirement, thus it is assumed that the delay incurred by re-transmission is

excessive; in my model, lost frames are not re-transmitted.
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3.1.2 Network Model

The network model that is used in

42 channels. Its topology is depicted

of two

evaluation includes 12 nodes and

Each link in this graph consists

performance

in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Network model

channels, one per direction. The capacity of each channel is assumed to be 10

Mbit/sec and the propagation delay on each channel is assumed to be 10 millisecond.

Given an estimated propagation speed of 10 microseconds/mile or 6 microseconds/km,

this topology models a wide area network. The buffer size at each channel is assumed

to be 50 packets. The maximum packet size at the underlying network layer is

assumed to be 1000 bytes. Thus each buffer can hold up to 40 ms of data. packets

are routed through the network until they reach their destination node. Fixed routing

is assumed' The maximum number of hops that a packet travels from a sender to
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a receiver in this network model is 4. Recall a class denotes all traffic between a

given source/destination pair. Given average arrival rate per class and fixed routing,

the channels that carry most traffic can be identified. These channels are called the

bottlenecks.

A deadline-based scheduling algorithm is implemented at network routers. The

deadline-based channel scheduling scheme used in this study is the T/H algorithm [28].

This algorithm is based on the ratio T/H, where T is the time left (delivery deadline

- current time) and H is the number of hops to destination from the current node.

T/H is calculated when a packet arrives at a router, it can be viewed as the urgency

of a packet; a packet with a smaller T/H means it is more urgent. There are trvo

priority queues at each outgoing channel: the real-time queue and the best-effort

queue. Packets in the real-time queue are serviced according to their T/H values.

Packets in the best-effort queue are first-come-first-served. The real-time queue has

higher priority than the best-effort queue. If a real-time packet is already late when

it arrives at the channel (T < 0), then it is downgraded to the best-effort queue.

3.1.3 Traffic Model

The video clips used in this study are obtained from video traces that are available

in the public domain [34]. Each video clip is derived from the data of a trace file.

34 trace files are used in this thesis rvork. They fall into a number of video content

categories that include drama, action, cartoon, news, and sports. All the trace files

are 20 seconds long. Bach trace contains a sequence of frame sizes in bytes. The

inter-frame time of these frames is 40 milliseconds, thus there are 500 frames in
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each trace. The GoP of these traces consists of 12 frames and the GoP pattern is

"IBBPBBPBBPBE'. The average bit rates of these traces ranges from 84.5 Kbps to

1.3415 Mbps, with an average of 0.55 Mbps. A histogram of average bit rates for the

34 traces is plotted in Figure 3.2. Four traces have lower than 0.3Mbps average bit

rates, 9 traces have average bit rates between 0.3 and 0.5Mbps, and so on. Over all

traces, frame size ranges from a fèw hundred bytes to over 15000 bytes, which may

lead to the bursty nature of multimedia documents. The average frame size over all

traces is 2BB4 bytes.
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Figure 3.2: Average bit rates of video traces

It is assumed that video clip transmission requests arrive at each sender at a rate

of À clips per second. The video cìip inter-arrivaÌ time is assumed to be exponentially

distributed. At each sender, for each arriving video clip, the destination node is

selected at random. Once the destination node is decided, a video clip is selected

from the 34 trace files at random. After a trace file is selected, a sender starts to send
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frames (whose sizes are read from the trace file) at a constant rate - one frame every

40 milliseconds. Given this traffic model and the network model described in the last

subsection, there is one bottleneck channel in the network. 13 classes are carried on

this channel.

For each arriving video clip, the delivery deadline is modeled as follows. LeL r(y)

be the end-to-end latency to transmit a frame of size g when there is no queueing

and no segmentation. Let ro be the end-to-end propagation delay, cr. the capacity of

the j-th channel along the path based on shortest-path routing. Then r(E) can be

estimated lry ,@): rplÐ¡Ulc¡.For each video clip'i, I assume that the maximum

frame size g¿ is known at the video clip arrival time. For stored multimedia delivery,

such as video on demand, y¿ is known. For streaming live and real-time interactive

multimedia data, I assume that y¿ can be estimated. Given the maximum frame size

g¿ for video clip i, the allowable delay of the first frame in the video clip is assumed

to be proportional to r(y¿). Hence, the delivery deadline for the first frame, i.e., the

video clip deadline, is given by d : arriual time I k x r(y¿), where k is referred to

as a "deadline parameter". Deadlines for the rest of the frames of a video clip will

be the video clip deadline plus their time offset from the first frame. If a video trace

is coded zn frames per second, then the n¿à frame's deadline will be the video clip

delivery deadline plus (n - t)l* seconds.

In this thesis, the urgency level of a deadline is specified using parameter called

deadline pararneter k. In my experiments, k is modeled as 1.0 plus an exponentially

distributed random variable e, i.e., k : 7 -l erpo(e), therefore 1.0 < k ( oo. k

is greater than 1 would ensure that deadlines are reasonable; i.e., they are at least
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as large as the end-to-end latency. k can also be arbitrarily large. Including an

exponentially distributed random variable component is because firstly, by varying e,

a wide variety of deadline urgency can be modeled; secondly, two other variable packet

delays inside the network - queuing and processing delays - can be accommodated in

the allowable end-to-end delay. In my simulation, for data packets, k : 1* erpo(O.2),

which represents a fairly urgent deadline. With respect to ACKs, at underlying

network layer, ACK are treated the same as data packets. Routers do not identify

whether an incoming packet is an ACK packet or not. ACKs are also associated

with delivery deadlines. The difference with data packets is that ACK packets carry

slightly more urgent deadlines. This is achieved by using a smaller deadline parameter

k than data packets. The assumption is that ACKs are normally small in size, and

are useful in network resource management, thus they are given a little higher priority

in channel scheduling than data packets.

3.L.4 Performance Metrics

The first performance measure of interest is bottleneclc on-time throughput. This is

defined to be the number of frames that are delivered on-time per unit time for those

video clips that pass through the bottleneck channel. I also collected the statistics

for calculating the frame on-time rate of bottleneck traffic. The frame on-t'irne rate is

defined to be the number of frames that are delivered on-time over the total number

of frames sent.

Given the above network model and traffic model, assuming all the frames are

received on-time, the theoretical maximum throughput for bottleneck classes is given

27
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by (bottleneck capacitg+auerage frame size).In this network model, the theoretical

maximum throughput is approximately 433 frames per second. This will be used in

evaluating the performance when without and with resource management schemes in

this and subsequent chapters respectively. Besides aggregated performance across all

frame types, per frame-type on-time throughput, as well as the video clip blocking

rate when with admission control, are also collected for traffic that goes through the

bottleneck channel and for the entire network traffic respectiveìy.

3.1.5 NS2 Simulator

The NS2 simulator [11] is used in this study. NS2 is a multi-protocol network

simulator; it includes a number of Internet protocols such as IP, IPv6, TCP, UDP,

RTP, HTTP, and FTP, etc. NS2 also suppofts several channel scheduling algorithms

inside routers such as FCFS and WFQ (Weighted Fair Queuing) [31], and a number

of buffer management schemes such as RED (Random Early Detection) 125]. In this

study, no flow control or congestion control at the transport layer is used, thus UDP

is used as the transport layer protocol in my experiments. For channel scheduling, the

T/H algorithm is used. The simple drop-tail buffer management scheme is employed.

For modeling multimedia delivery, NS2 provides a basic mechanism to build Constant

Bit Rate (CBR) media streams. However, Variable Bit Rate (VBR) multimedia traffic

model is not included in the default distribution.

In this thesis work, NS2 is augmented at both the application layer and the net-

work layer. At the application layer, trace-based traffic model is implemented. Video

frame sizes are retrieved from trace files and fed into the simulator. At the net-
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work layer, two changes are made. First, a new packet header is introduced to carry

packet's deadline information. Second, NS2 is augmented with an implementation of

the T I H algorithm at the routers.

3.1.6 Simulation Methodology

I first performed some pilot experiments to determine the simulation run length.

For this, I used the À value of I.25 which represents a heavy load condition. It was

determined that the length of the transient period is around 20 seconds. For obtaining

steady-state results, the simulation run length was chosen to be 300 seconds. Each

experiment was repeated six times. The sample mean and confidence intervals were

calculated. Because the width of the confidence interval is very small compared to

the sample mean, only sample mean results are reported.

3.2 Congestion In Deadline-Based Networks

In this section, I consider the case when no resource management strategy is used

to transmit multimedia data within deadline-based networks. The objective is to

study the effect of congestion on the on-time performance obtained in transmitting

multimedia. To achieve so, I vary the level of load to the network and observe the

network performance. Later in this thesis, schemes such as admission control will be

developed. The effectiveness of the developed schemes will be evaluated by comparing

their performance with that of the case in this section.

In my simulation, I vary the video clip arrival rate À from 0.25 to 1.43 clips/sec.

For the network model that is described above, the bottleneck channel is saturated

29
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when À æ 0.77 video clips/sec. Thus the arrival rates selected represent a wide range

of load levels to the network; from light load, to medium load, to heavy load, and to

overload conditions.
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Figure 3.3: Performance when without any QoS schemes

The bottleneck on-time throughput results when À is varied are shown in Figure 3.3

a). it can be observed that as the load increases, the bottleneck throughput continues

to increase until À reaches 0.77. When 
^ 

> 0.77, throughput starts to degrade.

Throughput degradation can be explained as follows. When the system is at heavy

load, the queueing delay at the routers becomes excessive, resulting in more late

frames. At the same time, buffers at network channels start to become full, resulting

in dropped packets. This would cause more frames not to be delivered on-time. The

objective of admission control is to prevent throughput degradation in the presence

of increased video clip arrival rates.

I also plot the performance in terms of the bottleneck traffic frame on-time rate.

As shown in Figure 3.3 b), frame on-time rate drops dramatically after the bottleneck

channel is saturated. Because of the similarity between on-time throughput and on-
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time rate in characterizing performance, in what follows, I will report on on-time

throughput performance mainly.
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Chapter 4

Adrnission Control f,or Multimedia

Delivery

At the end of last chapter, the initial experiments of multimedia delivery in

deadline-based networks exhibit throughput degradation when at heavy and over-

load conditions. The frame on-time rate also deteriorates severely when the load is

beyond certain level. To prevent throughput degradation and to provide acceptable

video delivery performance, especially when network is congested, the approach that

is taken in this research is end-system based admission control. Two admission con-

trol algorithms are developed and evaluated in this chapter. Both algorithms perform

admission control based on end-to-end feedbacks. A "positive ACK rate" is utilized as

the feedback. It reffects the on-time performance of multimedia frames at the receiver

side. Algorithm I makes admission control decisions based solely on positive ACK

rate; Algorithm II also utilizes the estimated bandwidth of an incoming multimedia

clip. i first describe the feedback, namely the positive ACK rate that is used by both
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algorithms. In Section 4.2, I present

performance of these two schemes in

the two algorithms. Afler that, I evaluate the

Section 4.3.

4.L Weighted Moving Average of Positive ACK

Rate

In my proposed schemes, admission control is assumed to be performed by an

admission control entity residing at the application layer of a sending host. Admission

control is performed based on feedbacks. The feedback information is derived from

ACKs returned from receivers: positive ACKs indicate good network condition, while

negative ACKs indicate that the path is congested and fewer video clips should be

admitted.

In my schemes, admission control decisions are made on a per source/destination

pair basis. This is because for a network with fixed routing, packets to the same

destination will traverse the same path inside the network. The ACK information

returned from previous transmissions therefore reflects the congestion condition along

the source/destination path, and may be used as indication for path conditions during

upcoming transmissions.

To estimate the load inside the network for each source/destination pair, each

sender maintains a rate Ê for every receiver. This rate Æ is called "Positive ACK

Rate". Ë can be the ratio between the number of positive ACKs received and the

total number of ACI{s received. Another way to define .R is to use the ratio between

the number of positive ACKs received and the total number of frames sent. Because
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of possible packet drops, the first ratio may not be a good indicator of path conditions.

For example, assuming in the last 2 seconds, a few dozen frames are sent. The network

is congested so only two ACK packets are returned to the sender. Both ACI( packets

happen to be positive, then using the first ratio, the "Positive ACK Rate" is 1, but

the network condition is far from ideal. In such cases, using the first ratio might be

misleading. Therefore, the second ratio is used in this research. A higher R indicates

better network condition, and .R æ 1 represents the ideal condition.

.R can be calculated cumulatively since the start of an admission control agent,

or it can be calculated only for last N seconds, or using a moving average. To more

accurately estimate the load inside the network for each source/destination pair, I

adopt the scheme used to estimate round trip time in TCP, which is "exponential

weighted moving average 122]" . In this scheme, a sample of ,R is collected every Q

seconds. Each Q seconds is referred to as an update inte¡val. At the end of update

interval i, the moving average R-his is computed as a weighted average between the

value of R-his at the end of the last update interval and .R that is collected in the

current update interval (See Equation 4.1). The exponential averaging

R_his: (1 - B) * R_his + [3 * R (4.1)

coefficient B is used to smooth out the possible fluctuation in ACK packets trans-

mission. The value of the moving average R-his is used by both admission control

algorithms that are described in this chapter.

in all experiments, p is fixed at 0.25. The update interval Q is a tunable parameter.

It decides how oflen each sender collects statistics to update R-his. Intuitively, the

more often we collect the data, the more accurately can R-hi,s reflect the channel
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congestion condition, the down side is the higher algorithm overhead. On the other

hand, because R-hi,s is utilized to help making admission decision on arriving video

clips, Q should match video clips arrival râte, e.g., if video clips arrive every second,

choosing Q value of 1 second may be reasonable. The effect of Q will be discussed in

Section 4.3.3.

4.2 Admission Control Algorithms

In this section, two admission control algorithms for multimedia delivery over

deadline-based networks are developed.

4.2.L Algorithm I - Positive ACK Rate

The first algorithm only makes use of the moving average of the positive ACK

rate R-his. This algorithm is shown at the end of this subsection and consists of

two parts. The first part is the admission test. Upon an incoming video clip, the

current R-his is compared with a threshold R-threshold. If R-his ) R-threshold,

the video clip is accepted; otherwise, it is rejected. R-threshold acts as a doorsill of

the network. If the doorsill is higher, then less video clips can be admitted, and vice

versa.

The second part of this algorithm is the adjustment of R-threshold. ,R-his is

refreshed periodically and then is used to update R-threshold. R-his denotes the

moving average positive ACK rate after an update and R-his-old denotes the moving

average positive ACK rate before an update. If R-his is larger than Ë-åis -old, that

means more positive ACKs are coming back, and network condition is becoming
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better. Thus, the "doorsill" R-threshold can be adjusted to a lower value and more

video clips can be accepted. lf. R-hi,s is less than R-his-old, lhal indicates network

condition is becoming worse. In this case, R-threshold should be raised in order

to stop more video clips from entering the network. If R-his is equal to R-his-old,

R-threshold remains the same. An upper bound 0.9 and a lower bound 0.2 are

set for R-threshold in order to keep it in a reasonable range. Through adjusting

R-threshold, network load is controlled. The details of Algorithm I are shown below.

/* initialization */

R-threshold = R-threshold_init;

/* adnission test +,/

if(Rìis)R-threshold)

accept;

el-se

rej ect;

/+ adjustnent of R_threshol-d periodica]-ly +/

if ( R-his > R-his-old )

R-threshold -= AD;

if ( R-threshol-d < 0.2) R-tnreshol-d = 0.2;

else if ( R¡i.s < Rlis- old )

R-threshol-d += AD;

if ( R-threshol-d > 0.9) R-threshol-d = 0.9;
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4.2.2 Algorithm II - Bandwidth Left

The second algorithm also consists of two components. The first component is an

admission test. At each sender, a real-valued variable Sum is maintained for every

destination d. Sum denotes the total bandwidth of all the outstanding video clips

that are destined to d. Outstanding video clips are those that have been accepted

and are being delivered.

Upon the arrival of a video clip, its destination d is retrieved. The bandwidth

requirement (denoted bV X) of the arriving video clip is estimated. Defìne two algo-

rithm parameter C¡1¿n and C^or. If X is smaller than or equal lo C*¿n, the video clip

is accepted for transmission without further consideration, and its estimated band-

width is entered into a committed bandwidth table. The idea is that video clips with

a very small bandwidth requirement are always admitted. If X > C*¿n, the sum of

X and the total bandrvidth requirement of all outstanding video clips of destination

d is calculated. If this sum is less than or equal to C*or, the arriving video clip

is admitted, otherwise it is rejected. C*o, serves a,s an upper bound on committed

bandwidth for this destination.

The second component is concerned r¡'ith the update of C*o, and Sum. The

update of C-o, utilizes the weighted moving average R-his discussed in the last

section. Initially, C*o, is set to a pre-specified upper bound C*o,g. If R_åis is

relatively high, network condition is considered to be good. Thus, more video clips

can be accepted to the network. Otherwise, fewer video clips should be accepted.

When the value of R-his changes, the parame|er C*o, is adjusted. Specifically, C^o,

is increased by AD if R.'his > 0.9, and decreased by AD if R-his < 0.9. At no time

òt
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can C*o, be larger than the pre-specified upper bound C^oro. Also, it can never be

smaller l,han C^¿n.

The update of Sum is as follows. Sum indicates the amount of bandwidth that

is being used by all outstanding video clips along a source/destination path. When

a video clip is fully transmitted, the bandwidth that was used by the video clip

should be made available to the upcoming video clips. In this aìgorithm, once the

last frame of a video clip is transmitted, its bandwidth is deducted from the sum of

all the outstanding video clips that are going to the same destination. The details of

Algorithm II are described below.

/* initial-ization */

Cmax = Cnax0;

/* adnission test +/

if(X(Cmin)

accept;

Sum += X;

el-seif(Sun+X<Cnax)

accept;

Sum += X;

else

rej ect ;

/+ adjustnent of Sum */

if ( last frame of a video cJ-ip is sent)

Sum -= X;
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/+ adjustnent of Crnax periodically +/

if ( R - his > 0.9 )

Cmax += AD'

if ( Cmax > CmaxO) Cmax = CnaxO;

else

Crnax -= AD'

if ( Cmax < Cmin ) Cnax = Cmin;

It can be seen that Algorithm II needs to maintain the set of outstanding video

clips together with their bandwidth requirement. In contrast, Algorithm I does not

need these information.

4.3 Performance Evaluation of Admission Control

Algorithms

In this section, the performance of the two proposed admission control algorithms

is evaluated by simulation. The first step in my performance evaluation is to identify

those factors that affect the performance and to quantify their impact on performance.

After that, more experiments are carried out to further study the effect of these factors

on performance. The performance when there is no admission control serves as the

benchmark.
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4.3.I Performance Evaluation of Algorithm I

For admission control Algorithm I, the following algorithm parameters may affect

its performance: R-threshold-iniú and AD. R-threshold-init is the initial value of

R-threshold. As discussed in the last subsectrion, R-threshold plays the role of a

doorsill for network traffic: a high doorsill stops more traffic from entering the net-

work; on the other hand, a low doorsill allows in more traffic. Therefore, a large

value of R-threshold-init indicates that the admission control is initially conserva-

tive. Conversely, a small value of R-threshold-init represents an initially aggressive

admission control entity. AD is the amount to change when periodically adjusting

the value of R-threshold. When network condition changes, the weighted moving

average R-his changes. If it becomes higher, R-threshold is decremented by AD;

if it drops, R-threshold is incremented by AD. The extent by which R-threshold is

adjusted may trigger smaller or larger responses to congestion feedback. The effect

of these two parameters on performance is first investigated through a 22 factorial

experimental design [16].

In my model, besides the above two algorithm parameters, other factors that affect

the performance include the video clip arrival rate ) and the video deadline urgency

parameter k. in the 22 factorial design, "typical" levels are chosen for the other two

factors as follows: À equals 1o7.25, it corresponds to a heavy load condition; k equals

7.2, it represents fairly urgent deadlines. For each of the two algorithm parameters,

lower- and upper-bound levels are chosen. These are:

t A: R-threshold-init: 0.2 and 0.9

o B: AD : 0.01 to 0.1
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In my 22 f.achorial design experiments, the same simulation methodology as in Sec-

tion 3.1.6 is used. Based on the simulation results from the four experiments, the

effect of the two algorithm parameters is calculated and is listed in Table 4.I. h shows

Table 4.7: 22 factorial design results for Algorithm I

Factor A B AB
Etrect (%) r.2B 96.23 2.49

that varying the level of AD accounts for around 96% variation in performance, while

the other parameter and the interaction of the two parameters account for insignif-

icant portion of variation in performance. Thus AD has much larger impact on

performance than R-thr eshold -ini.t.

Algorithm I - DeltaD = 0.01
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Figure 4.1: Algorithm I: effect of R-threshold-i.nit

I next conduct more experiments to study the algorithm performance when
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R-threshold-init and AD are varied. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 plot the experimental results

when R-threshold-ini,t and AD are varied respectively, the corresponding results for

the case of no admission control are included. In both experiments, the deadline

parameter k of I.2 is used. The video arrival rate ) ranges from 0.25 to 1.43. The

bottleneck on-time throughput performance is collected. ln Figure 4.1, three values of

R-threshold-init are experimented, namely 0.3, 0.5, and 0.9. AD value is 0.01. It can

be observed that (i) compared with the case of no admission control, all three values

of R-threshold-init result in throughput improvement when load is heavy (À > 0.g);

at low to medium load () < 0.9), there is a small degree of performance degradation.

This is a side effect for a network that employs admission control [4]. (ii) Consistent

with the 22 factorial design results, changes in the value of R-threshold-ini.t do not

incur significant changes in performance. This holds for other values of AD as well.

The effect of AD is presented in Figure 4.2. In this experimenl, R-threshold,-init

equals 0.9. k equals 1.2. The value of AD is varied from 0.01 to 0.05, then to 0.1.

It can be observed that (i) Algorithm i achieves better performance than the case of

no admission control when load is heavy (À > 0.9), below that load level, throughput

is lower than the case of no admission control, (ii) a smaller AD results in better

performance; this is especially true when load is light or medium (À < 0.9). Thus a

low AD should be used in Algorithm L

I also collected the result for video clip blocking rate as the result of admission

control. This is the blocking rate for bottleneck traffic classes only. In Figure 4.3, the

blocking rate for Algorithm I is plotted, in which R-threshold-i.nit equals 0.9, average

k equals 7.2, LD is varied between 0.01 and 0.1. It is observed that blocking rate
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Algorithm I - R_threshold_init = 0.9
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Figure 4.2: Algorithm l: effect of AD

keeps increasing as load is increased, at À: 1.43, around half video clips are dropped.

This corresponds to traffìc intensity of one on the bottleneck. We will compare this

result with that of Algorithm II, which is presented in the next subsection.

We conclude that Algorithm I can be used to prevent throughput degradation at

heavy load' At medium and light load, it results in inferior performance to the case

of no admission control. Between the two algorithm parameters, AD should be kept

low while R-threshold-init has little effect on performance.

4.3.2 Performance Evaluation of Algorithm II

The second admission control algorithm, "Bandwidth Left", has three tunable

parameterst Cmin, C^*0, and AD. All are in terms of bandwidth, measured in bits
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Algorithm I - Blocking Rate (R_threshold_init=O.9)
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Figure 4.3: Algorithm I: blocking rate results

per second. To quantify the effect of each fäctor on performance? I first performed a

23 factorial design similar to the case of Algorithm I. The levels used for the three

factors are:

o A: C*¿n: 0.3 and 0.45 Mbps

o B: C*ors: 2.5 and 6 Mbps

o C: AD : 0.025 to 0.2 Mbps

The levels for C*¿n represent insignificant video clip bandwidth requirements com-

pared to the 10Mbps channel capacity. Because C^¿n is a threshold where video

clips with estimated bandwidth lower than C^¿,is always accepted, it should be kept

small. The levels chosen f.or C^oro correspond to one fourth and more than half of
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the bottleneck channel capacity respectively. These denote the total bandwidth of all

outstanding video clips to a destination. AD is the adjustment amount for C^ors,

and is kept small. Based on the simulation results from the eight experiments, the

amount of variation in results explained by the factors and factor interactions is shown

in Table 4.2. Among the three factors, l:oth C*¿, and C^o"s account for significant

Table 4.2: 23 factorial design results for Algorithm II
Factor A B C AB AC BC ABC
Bffect (%) 25.87 59.24 0.81 1.85 1.08 2.58 8.55

portion of variation in results, thus will be further studied. In contrast, AD accounts

for little variation in results.

Algorithm ll - Effect of Cmin (Cmax0=2.5, DeltaD=0.025)
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Figure 4.4: Algorithm II: effect of C*¿n (C*o,o : 2.5)
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Algorithm ll - Effect of Cmin (Cmax0=6.0, DeltaD=0.025)
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Figure 4.5: Algorithm II: effect of C^¿n (C*or¡ : 6.0)

To study the performance of Algorithm II, I first vary the value of C^¿r. Four

values of C,n¿n, namely 0.3, 0.35, 0.4, and 0.45 Mbps, are investigated. The values of

other parameters are: C^o"g : 2.5 and 6.0 Mbps, AD : 0.025 Mbps, k : I.2. In

Figure 4.4 and 4.5, the bottleneck on-time throughput is plotted against the video clip

arrival rate, for C^oro : 2.5 and C^oro: 6.0 Mbps respectively. The corresponding

results for the case of no admission control are also shown. It can be observed that in

both figures, all values of C*¿n result in significant improvement in performance over

no admission control when ) > 0.8. The degradation in performance at medium and

light load (À < 0.8) is minor. Among the four values of C^¿n,0.45 results in the best

performance.
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Algorithm ll - Effect of Cmaxo (Cmin=0.3, DeltaD=0.02S)
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Figure 4.6: Algorithm II: effect of C*o'o (C*¿, : 0.J)

I next study the performance of Algorithm II by varying C-oro. Four values of

C^oro are experimented (2.5,4, 5, and 6 Mbps). The values of other parameters are:

C^in : 0.3 and 0.45 Mbps, AD : 0.025 Mbps, k : I.2. The results are shown in

Figure 4.6 and 4.7 for Cm¿n :0.3 and 0.45 Mbps respectively.

It can be observed that all experiments achieve superior performance to the case

of no admission control. Throughput degradation is essentially prevented when C*¿n

: 0.45 Mbps. In addition, C*oro has large impact on performance) a lower value

of C*o"6 results in better performance when network load is heavy (À > 0.8). This

suggests a conservative upper bound C^a*o should be used at each sender.

The effect of AD on performance is plotted in Figures 4.8 and 4.g, for C^¿n: 0.8

and C*¿n : 0.45 Mbps respectively. In these experiments, C*oro : 2-b Mbps, k :
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Algorithm ll - Effect of Cmaxo (Cmin=0.45, DeltaD=0.025)
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Figure 4.7: Algorithm II; effect of C^o,o (C^¿n: 0.45)

I.2. It is observed that a smaller value of AD performs better than larger values.

Similar to the case of Algorithm I, I also collected the results on video clip blocking

rate for bottleneck traffic. In Figure 4.10, the results for Algorithm II are plotted. It

can be observed that comparing to the case of Algorithm I (see Figure 4.3), regardless

of the load, the blocking rate is significantly lower. Comparing the on-time throughput

results in this subsection with that for Algorithm I, a higher throughput can be

achieved.

We conclude that admission controì using Algorithm II can effectively prevent

throughput degradation and significantly improve the video clip on-time performance.

Among the algorithm parameters, both C^¿n ànd C*o,g have ìarge impact on perfor-

mance. The values of C*¡n and AD should be small compared to bottleneck channel
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capacity, while C*o,6 can be at the same order as the bottleneck capacity, the value

that is one fourth of the channel capacity resulted in the best performance.

Comparing the results of both admission control algorithms, it can be seen that

in almost all cases, Algorithm II achieves better performance than algorithm I. This

is because Algorithm II utilizes more information when making admission decisions

- it makes use of the bandwidth requirement of an arriving video clip as well as the

bandwidth requirements of all the outstanding video clips. In contrast, Algorithm

I does not use any information of the incoming video clips or accepted clips; the

admission control agent is less informed than that of Algorithm II when making

admission decisions. The advantage of algorithm I is that it does not store the

bandwidth requirement of all accepted video clips, thus is simpler to implement.

4.3.3 Effect of Update Interval Q

Besides the tuning parameters of the two algorithms discussed, I also studied the

effect of the update interval Ç on performance. Q is utilized by both algorithms,

it determines how often the moving average "Positive ACK Rate" Ã is calculated.

As mentioned in Section 4.1, a smaller Q will lead to a more accurate indication of

current network condition, while a larger Q incurs less overhead. To evaluate the

effect of update interval Q, I select the best case of Algorithm II in my experiments.

The parameters are; C^in : 0.45, C*o,s - 2.5, AD : 0.025, and ,k : 7.2. Q is varied

among 1 second, 3 seconds, and 5 seconds. The simulation is run for 300 seconds.

The results are shown in Figure 4.11.

It can be observed that Q does not have great impact on performance. A smaller

49
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value of Q leads to somewhat better performance when load is heavy. When load

is light, a larger Ç is slightìy better. Consider both, a smaller Q is recommended if

affordable in terms of implementation.

4.3.4 Summary

In this chapter, two application-layer admission control algorithms are developed

and evaluated. Both algorithms are found to result in better performance than the

case of no admission control when network is heavily loaded. The performance degra-

dation at medium and light load is small. Between the two algorithms, the one that

utilizes the bandwidth requirements of both arriving transmission request as well as

previous accepted outstanding requests achieves better performance. The one that

relies solely on network congestion condition feedback does not perform as well. This

indicates that with bandwidth requirement information, the admission control entity

can make more informed admission decisions and achieve better performance.
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Figure 4.8: Algorithm II: effect of LD (C^¿.: 0.3)

Algorithm ll - Effect of DeltaD (Cmax0=2.5, Cmin=0.45)
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Figure 4.9: Algorithm Ii: effect of LD (C*i,: 0.45)
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Figure 4.10: Algorithm II: blocking rate results
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Figure 4.11: Effect of update interval Q
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Chapter 5

Deadline Assignment for

Multimedia Delivery

The admission control algorithms presented in the last chapter can be used to pro-

vide good performance in multimedia delivery when network is congested, especially

when network is overloaded. Besides admission control, another resource management

strategy investigated in this thesis is differential deadline assignment for multimedia

traffic. Two schemes are studied. In the first scheme, "frame-type differential dead-

line" assignment is introduced and studied. The scheme relies on the fact that in

IVIPEG video, different types of frames have different level of importance. In this

scheme, different deadline urgency levels are assigned to different types of frame such

that during deadiine-based channel scheduling, the more important types of frames

are given higher priority. This may improve the on-time performance of the more

important frames.

In the second scheme, the case when both multimedia traffic and non-multimedia
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real-time traffic share the same bottleneck is considered. In this case, the multimedia

traffic is continuous in nature; frames arrive at the network at a constant rate, for

example, one frame every 40 ms. In contrast, the non-multimedia real-time traffic

does not have the continuous nature, therefore, the former may be more demanding on

network resources than the latter. The idea of the second scheme is to give real-time

multimedia trafiÊc more urgent deadlines than non-multimedia real-time traffic. This

way during deadline-based channel scheduling, multimedia traffic is given preferential

treatment, which may result in better performance than without differential deadlines.

We present and evaluate these two schemes in this chapter.

Before describing these two schemes, I first introduce two types of deadlines:

scheduling deadlines and playback deadlines. The distinction between these two is

important to understand the two differential deadline assignment schemes.

5.1 Scheduling Deadlines and Playback Deadlines

In a deadline-based network, each real-time document or ADU is associated with

an ADU deadline, which represents the absolute time at which the ADU should be

delivered at the receiving application. How to assign ADU deadlines is application-

dependent. For example, in real-time multi-player online games such as first-person-

shooter (FPS) games, state update messages are exchanged between game clients

and the game server. To maintain interactivity, the end-to-end deadline, i.e., the

time duration between the ADU arrival time and the ADU deadline, should be main-

tained around 150 to 200ms 1271. In comparison, in a video on demand multimedia

application, the end-to-end deadline can be 10 seconds.
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When an ADU is passed down to the network layer, an ADU may be segmented

into more than one packet. The ADU deadline is translated into a packet deadline;

this deadline is carried by packets and used by routers for channel scheduling. It is

during this transìation where differential deadline assignment can be enforced. The

idea is to tell apart two types of deadìines: "deadìine for scheduling", which is a

network-layer deadline carried by packets, and "deadline for playback", which is also

carried in packets and is the ADU deadline at the application Ìayer. The scheduling

deadline is what routers recognize and use for channel scheduling. The playback

deadline is specified by users and determines the on-time ADU delivery performance.

One can keep the playback deadline intact, and have it conveyed to the receiver, but

change the urgency level of the scheduling deadline, so as to improve the on-time

performance.
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In the case of multimedia, the scheduling deadline can represent the time at which

the frame packets "should" arrive at the receivel's network layer, while the piayback
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deadline is used to determine frame on-time rate at the application layer. These two

types of deadlines for multimedia is illustrated in Figure 5.1.

In this graph, three time lines are drawn. The top one occurs at the sender, the

other two occur at the receiver. A sequence of frames is sent from the sender at

regular time intervaìs. For simplicity, in this graph, it is assumed that every frame

can be accommodated in a packet. For the first frame, assume the sending time is

zero, then d1, the time duration between when the frame is sent and when the frame

packet should be received is the value of its scheduling deadline. This frame is due

to be played out some time later, in the graph, d2 indicates the value of the frame's

end-to-end playback deadline. For multimedia, because of the isochronous nature of

frame arrival and playback processes, frames in a video clip normally have a fixed

end-to-end playback deadline.

Having defined the two types of deadlines, I next present the two differential

deadline assignment schemes that are developed to better support multimedia delivery

over deadline-based networks. In my discussion of deadline assignment schemes, the

"deadline" will be the deadline for scheduling.

5.2 Fþame-Type Differential Deadline Assignment

Because of the encoding scheme used by MPEG video, different encoded frames

in a MPEG video have different level of importance. For MPEG-4, I-frames are

considered more important than P- or B-frames. Giving l-frames higher priority than

P- and B-frames may reduce the video quality degradation caused by packet loss.

This can be implemented by assigning more urgent deadlines to l-frames. In this
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section, on-time performance when different types of frames are given different level

of deadline urgency is investigated using simulation. The performance model is first

presented. Experiments and results are described afterwards.

In my performance model, document deadlines are modeled with respect to the

end-to-end latency. A document deadline is given by d : arriual ti,rne * kr, where

arrival time is the document arrival time at the network, r is the end-to-end latency

when with no fragmentation and no queueing. By varying the deadline parameter k,

different deadline urgency can be modeled.

in the deadline assignment schemes discussed so far, different types of frames are

given the same urgency level, i.e., the same value of k,. I refer to this deadline as-

signment scheme "frame-type indifference" deadline assignment. In my "frame-type

differential" deadline assignment scheme, I determine and assign different frame dead-

line urgency levels depending on the type of a frame. To make these two deadline

assignment schemes comparable, I assume that they have the same "deadline de-

mand". For a video clip, "deadline demand" is defined as the sum of the end-to-end

deadlines of all the frames. Let D(i) be the end-to-end deadline assigned to frame

i, i ) 1, then the "deadline demand" of a video clip will be ÐT:rD(i), where n is

the number of frames in the video clip. Let k7 , kp , ànd kB represent the deadline

parameters for I-, P- and B-frames respectively in frame-type differential deadline

assignment. Let n¡ , rLp , à,rrd n6 represent number of I-, P-, and B-frames in a video

clip respectively. Thus, fr : TLr * np + np. Let N denote the number of hops along

the video clip path and 91 , lp , ãrrd !¡ represent the average sizes of I-, P-, and B-

frames respectively. With "frame-type indifference" scheme, a video clip's "deadline
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demand" can be calculated by k * DLfi¡ where r¿ is the end-to-end latency of frame

i. r¿ consists of the end-to-end store-and-forward transmission delay of this frame and

the end-to-end propagation delay. Based on this information, differentiated deadline

assignment scheme can be deducted from Equation 5.1.

nN",.NnJN",.N
k - t{t * +Ðrpj} :,k' * I{I * +Ð",)

i:r j:t v j j:t i:r j:r v j i:l

ikp*:,Ë l.þ",s
nBN^.N

+.ke,, t{t ff +D"o)
i:I j:I vi i:I

(5.1)

The left-hand side of Equation 5.1 denotes the deadline demand for the frame-

type indifference case, while the right-hand side denotes the deadline demand for the

frame-type differential case. With jusi this equation of three unknowns, the values of

kt , kp, and kB are not fixed. Rather different sets of values can be taken for different

differential deadline assignments. For example, one can choose these k values such

that different priorities among the frame types are enforced. More specifically, because

I-frames are more important than P-frames, and P-frames are more important than

B-frames, the three deadline parameters can follow lq 1 kp 1 kni this way l-frames

have the highest priority in channel scheduling, while P- and B- frames are given lower

priority. In what follows, I use simulation to evaluate the performance of frame-type

differential deadline assignment schemes. I will compare the results with that of the

frame-type indifference case.

The same network and traffic models as in Section 3.1 are used. There are 500

frames in each movie trace. Within each movie trace, there are 42 I-frames, 725 P-
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frames, and 333 B-frames. From the statistics of the trace files used in my simulation,

the overall average frame size is 2884 bytes. Average I-, P-, and B-frame sizes are

5409, 3277, and 2418 bytes respectively. Bring all these numbers to Equation 5.1,

assuming k : !.2 in the indifference scheme, a set of k values for the differential

scheme are chosen. It fulfills the conditions: k¡ 1 kp 1 kB , and lt, > l. In this

set, k¡ : 1.05, kp: I.77,, and ks : I.23. They are shown in Table 5.1. Note that

selecting optimal k vaìues so that the performance of video delivery can be optimized

is a challenging problem and is considered a future work of this study.

Table 5.1: Ìc in frame-type differential deadline assignment

Scheme t^
rúi Ite le6

Indifference 1.2 t.2 r.2
Differential 1.05 t.r7 t.23

These k values are used to compare the on-time performance when using these

two different deadline assignment schemes.

I experimented with close to half of the traffic classes that go through the bottle-

neck link. With frame-type indifference and frame-type differential schemes respec-

tively. The bottleneck on-time throughput for this half amount of traffic is used as the

performance measure. In addition to aggregated on-time throughput, I also collected

the on-time throughput per frame type. Two levels of video clip arrival rates are

experimented, these are À : 0.77 and À : 1.25 respectively. They represent heavy

and overload conditions respectively. For both levels of À, experiments are performed

with or without admission control. Results from these four combinations are shown

by a), b), c) and d) in Figure 5.2 respectively.
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Figure 5.2: Frame-type differential deadline assignment performance

In this Figure, "Indifference" identifles the case when frame-type indifference dead-

line assignment is used. "Differential" identifies the case when frame-type differential

deadline assignment is in place. It can be observed that the frame-type differential

deadline assignment scheme performs better than using uniformed k. Not only is the

total throughput improved, throughputs of aÌl of I-, P-, and B-frames are improved

as well. Among the three frame types, the extent at which on-time throughput is

increased for l-frames is a bit higher than or about the same as those for P- and

B-frames. Thus by giving l-frames more urgent scheduling deadlines, the throughput

of all three types can receive some gain. This suggests that frame-type differential
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deadline assignment scheme can be used to gain better performance in delivering

multimedia traffic over a deadline-based network.

5.3 Sharing with Real-Time Non-Multimedia Traf-

fic

The second differential deadline assignment scheme investigated in this thesis

is not concerned with differential treatment of different types of frames within a

multimedia stream itself, rather studies differential treatment between multimedia

and non-multimedia reaì-time traffic. Example non-multimedia real-time traffic in-

cludes bids in an on-line auction, stock-trades in on-line trading, stock quote updates,

and time-sensitive business documents in electronic commerce applications. Differ

from multimedia data where frames are generated in a continuous manner, e.g.) one

frame every 25 ms, and end-to-end playback deadlines are similar to each other, non-

muìtimedia real-time documents are not continuous in nature and may have vastly

distinct deadlines.

When these two types of real-time data share the same limiting network resource,

ê.g., â bottleneck channel, it might be possible to give multimedia data preferential

treatment while still providing good support to non-muìtimedia real-time traffic. The

preferential treatment in deadline-based networks refers to more urgent deadlines,

thus higher priority in deadline-based channel scheduling. In this section, experiments

are carried out to study the performance improvement out of one such scheme. I first

describe the simulation model and experiments. Simulation results are presented
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afterwards.

The same network model as that in Section 3.1 is used. The trafific model is slightly

changed from an all-video-clip one to a mixture of video ciips and discrete documents.

In particular, among the 13 traffic classes that pass through the bottleneck, 6 of

them are dedicated to movie transmission, and are referred to as the "foreground

traffic". The other 7 classes carry discrete real-time documents and are referred to

as "background traf6.c". AII other non-bottleneck traffic classes contain discrete real-

time data as well. The traffic model for discrete real-time documents is similar to

that of the movie ones, except that the frames are now individual ADUs, and the

ADU inter-arrival time is assumed to be exponentially distributed, while in movie

clips, the frame inter-arrival times are constant. For foreground traffic, the video clip

(scheduling) deadline is determined based on deadline parameter k and the largest

frame size in a clip, the playback deadline is 150 ms after when a frame is sent into

the network. For background traffic, an ADU's scheduling deadline and playback

deadline are the same, both are calculated using the deadline parameter k and the

ADU size.

Thus Foreground traffic represents the multimedia real-time traffic, and the back-

ground traffic represents the non-multimedia real-time traffic. The differential dead-

line assignment between foreground and background traffic is implemented as follows.

In three experiments, foreground traffic is given three different urgency levels: the

average values of k are 7.5,7.2 and 1.05 respectively. Background traffic, on the other

hand, always has the same urgency: the averâ,ge k is fixed at 1.5. The movie arrival

rate and ADU arrival rate are selected such as the offered load on the bottleneck
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channel is gI%. The same simulation method is used as in Section 3.1.6. Bottle-

neck on-time throughputs for both foreground and background traffic are used as the

performance metric. Results from the simulation are reported in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2: Differential deadline assignment for multimedia traffic

Tlaffic t.517.5 r.2lr.5 1.05/ 1.5

Foreground 747.75 149.59 153.00

Background 130.17 128.89 737.72

In this table, 1.51I.5 denotes the case before differential deadline assignment is

in place. 1.211.5 denotes the case when foreground traffic is assigned more urgent

scheduling deadlines than in the 1.5/1.5 case, while the background traffic keeps hav-

ing the same deadline urgency. 1.05/1.5 case treats foreground multimedia traffic

with even higher deadline urgency. It can be observed that as the level of deadline

urgency increases, foreground multimedia receives higher and higher on-time through-

put. For background traffic, the on-time throughput results are not as clear-cut; it

first dropped slightly, and then increased significantly. Simiìar trends are observed

for more experiments with different arrival rates.

We conclude that when foreground multimedia traffic is competing for the channel

bandwidth with non-multimedia background traffi.c, assigning more urgent schedul-

ing deadlines to foreground traffic would lead to increased on-time throughput of

foreground traffic. At the same time, the on-time performance of the background

non-multimedia real-time traffic is not significantly affected; in some cases, its on-

time throughput even increases. Thus differential deadline assignment scheme may

be used to better support multimedia data when it shares bottleneck channel with
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other non-multimedia real-time traffic.



Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future \Mork

In this thesis research, how to effectively and efficiently deliver multimedia docu-

ments over deadline-based networks is studied. To tackle this problem, two comple-

mentary approaches are investigated.

First, to ease the possible congestion within deadline-based networks, and to pro-

vide good multimedia delivery performance when network load is hìgh, two end-

system based admission control algorithms are developed. Both algorithms infer the

network congestion condition through end-to-end acknowledgements. Simulation re-

sults show that both algorithms lead to performance improvement at heavy load and

overload conditions. Between the two algorithms, the one that makes use of the band-

width requirements of the arriving video clip and currently outstanding video clips

achieved better performance.

Second, differential deadline assignment schemes are devised to better support

multimedia delivery over deadline-based networks. For each real-time frame, a schedul-

ing deadline and a playback deadline is told apart. Based on the observance that with
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current multimedia encoding techniques, different types of frames have different lev-

els of importance, different types of frames are assigned different scheduling deadlines

such that the more important frames receive higher priority in deadline schedul-

ing. This frame-type differential deadline assignment scheme is evaluated against the

frame-type indifference deadline assignment scheme, and is shown to receive notice-

able gain in performance.

The other differential deadline assignment scheme investigated in this thesis deals

with scenarios when multimedia real-time traffic is competing network resources with

other non-multimedia real-time traffic. By giving former more urgent scheduling

deadlines, the isochronous nature of multimedia data is better preserved, while at the

same time, the performance of non-multimedia traffic is not significantly affected.

The contributions of this research include the development of two end-system

admission control algorithms to deliver multimedia over deadline-based networks, as

well as differential deadline assignment schemes that can be used to further enhance

the performance of multimedia delivery.

6.1 Future -Work

In Section 5.2, the frame-type differential deadline assignment scheme appears

promising in improving performance. However the method used in choosing the set

of differential deadlines v/as rather arbitrary. It will be useful and interesting to

study how to choose the set of differential deadlines so that the performance gain

over frame-type indifference case can be maximized. In the experiments to evaluate

the performance of the two developed admission control algorithms, Algorithm II
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takes into bandwidth requirement in making admission control decisions. In current

experiments, only average bit rates are used, a possible future research is to come up

with better estimates than the first moment on video clip bit rate so thai the on-time

performance can be maximized.

b/
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